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this book is devoted to a study of the jasad whom the prophet king solomon alayhisalam saw sitting on his throne and the
first problem we encounter in this study is that neither the qur an nor the prophet muhammad s sallalahu alayhi wasallam
hadith explain who this jasad truly is this book has therefore been written with the specific purpose of inviting a scholarly
response to this subject of the jasad from those who defend the salafi methodology as well as those who defend the methods
by which the qur an is studied in the dar al ulum imran n hosein was born in trinidad west indes he studied under the guidance of
the distinguished scholar of islam maulana dr fadlur rahman ansari at the aleemiyah institute of islamic studies karachi
pakistan he is also a post graduate of philosophy from the karachi university of west indes and a post graduate of
international relations from the university of the west indes trinidad and the graduate institute of international studies
geneva switzerland jerusalem in the qur an is a great book that thrilled and delighted me in a number of ways i am surprised
that such a meticulously documented book had to wait for such a long time before seeing the light it is now more than half a
century since the zionists began their appalling oppression and ethnic cleansing of the palestinian people whose only offense is
that they happened to live in a country considered by the jews to be their promised holy land the zionists have continuously
referred to distorted scriptures from the torah and other biblical material to justify their atrocious behavior and to
motivate the jews to establish a state of israel that extends from the nile to the euphrates with jerusalem as its capital for
example david ben gurion the first prime minister of israel is quoted to have said the bible is our deed to the land of israel muslim
scholars on the other hand have largely failed in refuting zionist claims from authenticated historical and religious sources
and have also failed to accomplish their religious responsibility in clearly documenting this question from the holy qur an and
the blessed ahadith of our beloved prophet peace and blessings be upon him as far as i know whatever is written on this subject
is rather superficial and emotionally tainted or simply stating facts in a cool manner may allah ta ala reward brother imran
hosein for writing this scholarly document which will indeed fill up this intellectual and religious gap and serve as an
academic reference to muslims in all parts of the world as i write this introduction this book that was published only this
year is already being translated to arabic and bosnian in a short time it will be rendered into other european languages and to
all the other tongues of the islamic world it must be reported however that the importance of writing a book about the holy
land in the qur an have not escaped the vision of far sighted and creative muslim thinkers such as dr kalim siddiqui founder
president of the muslim institute for research and planning and professor shaheed ismail al farouqi i am surprised at the vision
of the former scholar who asked imran hosein to write this book as early as 1974 he urged him saying that jerusalem is the key
to understanding the historical process of the middle east and the world at large shaikh imran successfully accomplished this
task after 27years though seemingly late but it has come at the right time in which the whole world is being shocked by jenin
and what happened in sabra and shatila i am amazed by imran s style of writing though jerusalem in the qur an is a meticulously
written thesis combining religious and historical documents with recent political events and penetrating interpretations from
the qur an and hadith it runs like a story once you begin reading it it is hard to stop this is the general quality of a novel the
person would read it once and throw the book away but not that of a serious thought provoking dissertation like the book
that brother shaikh imran published it is a reference that one needs to keep and reread whenever the subject is to be researched i
believe that this eloquence of the shaikh must be the result of a natural gift that has interacted with his indefatigable work
as a preacher and da iyah and the divine blessings for his sincerity finally in spite of the seemingly depressing situation of the
muslims in general and the palestinians in particular reading the book would certainly give one a warm surge of optimism about
our future a bright light that shines at the end of our long dark tunnel of history we are living at the end of time this is the
age in which the prophesies of the holy qur an and the blessed hadith are unfolding right before our very eyes to prove to
humanity the truthfulness of our faith this book on the topic of the qur �n and the moon methodology for monthly recitation
of the qur �n is a companion volume to my previous book entitled methodology for study of the qur �n but which will now be
renamed the qur �n and the stars methodology for study of the qur �n i was in london on the evening of 29th day of shab�n
1440 h when it became known that the moon of ramad�n was not seen anywhere in uk and yet schoolboys in the muslim
community declared that ramad�n had commenced in uk the sheep and the cattle then followed them blindly the same mistake
was repeated in 1441 h when they again commenced fasting one day early on the basis of a plea that they had arrived at the
30th day of shab�n the sheep and the cattle again followed them blindly they acted on the basis of an announcement that the
moon was sighted in dajj�l s kingdom of saudi arabia or that the month had commenced in saudi arabia and in doing so they made
both a silly as well as a dangerous mistake in departing from the system of time ordained by allah most high this book explains
that mistake those who took that wrong decision as well as those who accepted and followed that decision will be
questioned on judgement day for what they did since they started ramad�n or shab�n before ramad�n on the wrong day the
implication is that they lost the greatest night of the whole year namely lailatul qadr and even more damage was done when
they consequently lost the capacity to connect from lunar time to cosmic time and thence to absolute time only lunar time
can take us to a timeless world we can climb even up a mountain to sit in a cave in an effort to travel to other worlds of
space and time but if we do not live in lunar time we will travel to nowhere they are probably unaware that only lunar time
can take us to a timeless world and that whoever has never tasted timelessness can eventually become a prisoner of the
dunyah the im�m of purley masjid in croydon london made a tearful request that i address the subject of moon sighting for the
commencement of the lunar month in islam so that muslims might be better guided on that subject this book emerged in
consequence of my attempt to respond to that request and i am confident that our explanation of the subject of dajj�l and
the system of time in islam would now deter such muslims who have the capacity to think from ever again following those who
even though they are in london recklessly rush to embrace a saudi or a moroccan moon i am grateful for the numerous offers
of help i received from so many to meet the cost of printing this book in several languages so that in addition to being sold on
my online bookstore imranhosein com large numbers of copies could be distributed free of charge in uk and elsewhere may allah
most kind bless them all am�n those who read this book and would like to participate in the effort to print large numbers of
copies for free distribution around the world should kindly contact me by email inhosein hotmail com if you would also like me
to come in person to teach this subject to your community do please send me an email and if allah so wills i will come to you
jerusalem in the qur an made its debut at a crucial time when the morale of the muslims was not only at its lowest but is
continually sinking the blatant incessant israeli incursions in the holy land go unabated and muslims are echoing the very
words that their fellow brethren called out unto their lord when they were being persecuted at the hands of the kuffar of
makkah when will the help of allah come shaikh imran s insight into the events that are unfolding in the world today is a
source of inspiration for muslims for he convincingly argues from his scholarly interpretations of the divine writ i e the holy
qur an and the ahadith of the prophet muhammad sallalahu alaihi wa sallam that the help of allah subhanahu wa ta alah is
at hand that the holy land will be liberated and that islam will re emerge as the ruling state in the world the reader will be
enthralled by the author s grasp on world politics jerusalem in the qur an comes as a ray of sunshine for muslims and is an eye
opener for the so called people of the book though jerusalem in the qur an is a meticulously written thesis combining religious
and historical documents with recent political events and penetrating interpretations from the qur an and hadith it runs like a
story once you begin reading it it is hard to stop it is a reference that one needs to keep and re read whenever the subject is to
be researched the book gives a detailed beautifully written exposition of these episodes with brilliant interpretations from the
holy qur an and sunnah no one would fail to appreciate his penetrative thought and his spiritual depth i began my study of gog
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and magog more than fifteen years ago in the early 90 s while resident in new york my subsequent public lecture on the subject
never failed to provoke keen interest from my muslim audiences in several parts of the world the evidence and arguments
presented in the chapter on gog and magog in my book jerusalem in the qur an succeeded in convincing many who read the book
that we now live in a world dominated by gog and magog there were easily convinced that the town mentioned in the qur an in
surah al anbiyah 21 95 96 was jerusalem and hence that gog and magog and dajjal explained the ominously unfolding was on
islam with slaughter and destruction of muslims in so many parts of the world as a consequence such readers also
understood israel s mysterious imperial agenda and many have been making efforts to extricate themselves and their families
from the embrace of gog and magog an embrace that will take 999 out of every 1000 of mankind into the hellfire despite my
best efforts however i failed miserable again and again to convince my learned peers the scholars of islam i earnestly hope and
pray that this book mught make a difference inshaallah imran n hosein was born in trinidad west indies he studied islamunder the
guidance of the distinguished islamic scholar maulana dr muhammad fadlur rahman ansari at the aleemiyah institute ofislamic
studies karachi in pakistan he also did post graduate studiesin philosophy at karachi university and in international relations
atthe university of the west indies trinidad and the graduate instituteof international studies geneva switzerland those who
serve us with poison will eventually swallow it and poison themselves vladimir putin president of russia and the kings of the
earth and the great men and the rich men and the chief captains andthe mighty men and every bondman and every free man hid
themselves in the dens and inthe rocks of the mountains revelation 6 15 in consequence of a mysterious decision taken by
mustafa kamal s secular republic of turkey to not only change the city s name but to also take steps that eventually
ensured that the name constantinople would no longer be used this writer had to retrieve the name constantinople from the
museums of history in order for this book to be written why did the secular turkish leader change the name of the city why did
the name constantinople have to suffer that mysterious fate this book brings clarity to that subject this writer is convinced
that the mysterious disappearance of the name constantinople from the modern day vocabulary and discourse is directly linked
to the status and role of the city in both islamic and christian eschatology history began with a divine warning not to
approach a forbidden tree of lust to rule over others history is ending with that new actor on the stage of the world
displaying an unprecedented imperial lust to rule the world that new actor possesses power unprecedented in human history
and has already used that power through gog and magog to spread himself out in all directions as he took control of the
world he then proceeded to liberate the holy land for the jews to bring them back to the holy land to reclaim it as their own
two thousand years after they had been expelled from it by divine decree and to restore in the holy land a state of israel that
mysterious new actor is now preparing the way for israel s pax judaica to replace usa s pax americana this pioneering book on
islamic eschatology has identified that strange and mysterious new actor who occupies center stage in the world in the end
time and who brought modern western civilization into being as dajj�l the false messiah being an explanation of the islamic
prohibition of riba i e borrowing and lending on interest among other things and an effort to remind muslims of the teachings of
the quran and sunnah as they pertain to the prohibition of riba and in particular that a violation of this prohibition
constitutes a great sin to expose the grand design of hostile forces who have already made considerable progress through
riba in gaining control over mankind their aim is to gain total control and to use that power to destroy faith in allah to
assist muslims to get out of direct involvement in riba and thus to preserve their faith iman while recognising that is is today
impossible to live a life which is completely free from riba to explain the economic sunnah i e the sunnah as it pertains to
economic affairs and in particular the nature of the free and fair market and the different ways through which that market has
today been totally corrupted to warn muslims of the inevitable collapse of the present fraudulent system of non redeemable
artificial money i e paper plastic and electronic money and to encourage them to return to the use of the real money created by
allah i e gold and silver coins and any other real money to contribute towards the restoration of the free and fair market
with a different business ethic to that of the riba based capitalism by encouraging ba i business in the place of riba and the
raising of capital by way of mudarabah and musharaqa investments rather than bank loans on interest that time has now
arrived i have followed with indescribable pain the cowardly american terrorist attacks onthose muslims of afghanistan who
took a stand for islam and who were entirelyinnocent of the september 11th terrorist attack on america america has
consistentlyfollowed the same policy of ruthless merciless oppression from the time of theextermination of the indigenous
american indian peoples and the enslavement of theafrican people in the americas to the absolutely shameless support for the
relentlessoppression of the state of israel in the holy land only those who are completelyblind and totally corrupted in
respect of their capacity for understanding can fail tosee the above it was cowardly because the godless enemy is too
terrified to ever fight a muslim ona level battleground that enemy fights his cowardly battles from the safety offighter
aircrafts helicopter gun ships massive bombs guided missiles etc far up inthe sky but allah most high will surely bring us that
day insha allah when we willbe able to face the enemy on the ground on a level battleground amin until thatday comes we
must continue our struggle to defend ourselves and to resist oppressionwhile showing utmost patience and while holding on
to faith the struggle mustcontinue regardless of the price we have to pay almost 50 years have passed since i wrote at
theage of 29 my first book entitled islam and buddhism in the modern world i was honored when my teacher of blessed memory
maul�n� dr muhammad fazlur rahm�n ans�r� 1914 1974 wrote the foreword for that book now almost 50 years later any
book that iwrite might be my last and i am truly grateful that allah most high gave me time to write this book before hecalls
me away from this world despite its size it may yet be recognized insha allah as an important contribution to islamic
eschatology difficulties with my son caused me such distress that for two weeks i could do no work on my book on dajj�l and
money it was while i was in that depressed state thati decided to turn to something new in order to engage my mind and heart in
such a way that i might find somemental relief thus was it that constantinople in the qur �n was written i was myself
astonished when i completed the first draft of the book within two weeks i was even more astonished and humbled by allah s
kindness and grace as new knowledge kept on coming to me even while i was writing the book i am grateful to a dear student of
mine who wishes toremain unnamed for his beautiful cover design for thisbook as well as for several other books of mine may
allah bless him �m�n finally i thank my dear student gregoire for his kind assistance in proof reading the text of this book
andfor his valuable comments this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact
this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this is a third
publication in the ansari memorial series published in honor of my teacher and shaikh of blessed memory maulana dr muhammad
fadlur rahman ansari 1914 1974 the previous two publications were entitled the religion of abraham and the state of israel
a view from the qur an and the importance of the prohibition of riba in islam much of the research work for this book was done
during the years 1975 1979 at the united nations library in the palais des nations geneva while i was a doctoral student in
international relations at the graduate institute of international studies geneva we are experiencing at the time of writing a
rapidly deteriorating situation in today s muslim world with bloody conflicts inflicting unimaginable suffering on innocent
muslims in bosnia kashmir algeria palestine chechnya etc yesterday it was fifty thousand muslim women raped in bosnia and
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today s horror stories are about a son who was forced to bite off his muslim father s testicles in bosnia and the innocent
blind muslim shaikh omar abdul rahman who was condemned to life imprisonment in usa because he posed too great a threat to
the pro west secular regime which rules egypt and who is sexually humiliated by prison guards whenever he has a visitor at
prison i am now convinced that the time has at last come for this work to reach the muslim public who may now be sufficiently
shaken up to look seriously for the causes of our impotence they may as a consequence take this work seriously and brush off
the expected protests from establishment scholars and the governments that they support around the muslim world the
definitive novel of today s silicon valley after on flash captures our cultural and technological moment with up to the
instant savvy matters of privacy and government intrusion post tinder romance nihilistic terrorism artificial consciousness
synthetic biology and much more are tackled with authority and brash playfulness by new york times bestselling author rob
reid meet phluttr a diabolically addictive new social network and a villainess heroine enemy and or bestie to millions phluttr
has ingested every fact and message ever sent to from and about her innumerable users her capabilities astound her makers and
they don t even know the tenth of it but what s the purpose of this stunning creation is it a front for something even darker
and more powerful than the nsa a bid to create a trillion dollar market by becoming the uberx of sex or a reckless experiment
that could spawn the digital equivalent of a middle school mean girl with enough charisma dirt and cunning to bend the entire
planet to her will phluttr has it in her to become the greatest gossip flirt or matchmaker in history or she could cure cancer
bring back seinfeld then start a nuclear war whatever she does it s not up to us but a motley band of silicon valley
entrepreneurs venture capitalists and engineers might be able to influence her after on achieves the literary singularity fusing
speculative satire and astonishing reality into a sharp witted ferociously believable imax wide view of our digital age praise
for after on rob reid s mind is like no other known thing in the universe and this book is a truly spectacular way to discover it
chris anderson head of ted an extended philosophy seminar run by a dozen insane cold war heads of station three millennial coos
and that guy you went to college with who always had the best weed but never did his laundry npr an epic cyberthriller
peppered with pop culture references metadata and silicon valley in jokes kirkus reviews it s rare to find a book that combines
laugh out loud humor and cutting edge science with profound philosophical speculation this is that book analog rob reid
writes in a humorous and sarcastic style while unveiling a terrifying and frightening scenario that seems all too real
associated press john l esposito is one of america s leading authorities on islam now in this brilliant portrait of islam today
and tomorrow he draws on a lifetime of thought and research to provide an accurate richly nuanced and revelatory account
of the fastest growing religion in the world here esposito explores the major questions and issues that face islam in the 21st
century and that will deeply affect global politics is islam compatible with modern notions of democracy rule of law gender
equality and human rights how representative and widespread is islamic fundamentalism and the threat of global terrorism can
muslim minority communities be loyal citizens in america and europe in the midst of these questions esposito places an important
emphasis on the issue of islamophobia the threat it poses and its vast impact on politics and society in the us and europe he
also turns the mirror on the us and europe and paints a revealing portrait of how we appear to muslims recent decades have
brought extraordinary changes in the muslim world and in addressing these issues esposito paints a complex picture of islam in
all its diversity a picture of urgent importance as we face the challenges of the coming century walking qur an islamic
education embodied knowledge and history in west africa history began with a divine warning not to approach a forbidden tree
of lust to rule over others history is ending with that new actor on the stage of the world displaying an unprecedented
imperial lust to rule the world that new actor possesses power unprecedented in human history and has already used that
power through gog and magog to spread himself out in all directions as he took control of the world he then proceeded to
liberate the holy land for the jews to bring them back to the holy land to reclaim it as their own two thousand years after
they had been expelled from it by divine decree and to restore in the holy land a state of israel that mysterious new actor is
now preparing the way for israel s pax judaica to replace usa s pax americana this pioneering book on islamic eschatology has
identified that strange and mysterious new actor who occupies center stage in the world in the end time and who brought
modern western civilization into being as dajj�l the false messiah 81 days before rasulullah saw departed from this world he
was seen sitting together all the companions at the cuban mosque when an unforgettable dramatic strange and mysterious
happened foreign men came and entered the mosque dressed all white with thick black hair and beard no one does recognized him so
he could not have come from medina maybe he is a stranger from out of town in those days people traveled by using camels and
horses through the barren and wide desert hence the wanderer would recognized by the presence of a lot of dust on his hair
beard and clothes but no dust was found on this stranger and he was not a resident of medina then who is he this foreigner just
walked into the mosque at that time dar al islam has ruled all of arabia and rasulullah saw is the head of state for all
arabia so that the friends tighten the security and safety of the prophet saw compared to before islam ruled arabia this
stranger then left past the crowd of companions and walked towards rasulullah saw then went straight sat across from
him so close that his knees touched his knees rasulullah saw strangely the friends sat stunned without doing anything an
obsessive genealogist and descendent of one of the most prominent jewish families since the american revolution blanche moses
firmly believed her maternal ancestors were sephardic grandees yet she found herself at a dead end when it came to her
grandmother s maternal line using family heirlooms to unlock the mystery of moses s ancestors once we were slaves
overturns the reclusive heiress s assumptions about her family history to reveal that her grandmother and great uncle sarah
and isaac brandon actually began their lives as poor christian slaves in barbados tracing the siblings extraordinary journey
throughout the atlantic world leibman examines artifacts they left behind in barbados suriname london philadelphia and
finally new york to show how sarah and isaac were able to transform themselves and their lives becoming free wealthy jewish
and at times white while their affluence made them unusual their story mirrors that of the largely forgotten population of
mixed african and jewish ancestry that constituted as much as ten percent of the jewish communities in which the siblings lived
and sheds new light on the fluidity of race as well as on the role of religion in racial shift in the first half of the nineteenth
century que l on soit croyant ou non on ne peut qu �tre frapp� par la convergence de l interpr�tation que donne sheikh imran
hosein de l eschatologie musulmane avec les �v�nements internationaux qui se d�roulent sous nos yeux on voit bien que
derri�re le rideau de fum�e des explications officielles a lieu un combat de titans pour une redistribution des cartes et in fine
pour la domination sur le monde i decided to publishthis chapter as a separate booklet from the book because ofthe likelihood
that the great war might commence verysoon this coming great war would be unlike any war everto have previously occurred
in human history since prophetmuhammad ���� prophesied that 99 out every 100 whofight in this war for a mountain of gold
would be killed we have interpreted the mountain of gold to be the petrodollar monetary system and we note that neither
russianor china will be fighting for the mountain of gold therewould be many readers who would feel a sense of urgency
toknow more of what the qur �n has to say concerning that great war hence the necessity for this essay to be
publishedwithout delay as the war on islam intensifies and as the day approaches when the imposter euro jewish state of israel
wouldmake its bid to become the ruling state in the world and the false messiah i e d�jjal would rule the world from jerusalem
and declare that he is the true messiah i fear that there would be many particularly governments whichdeclare their friendship
for usa and hence for israel who would want to ban books on the qur �n i therefore pray most humbly and ask my gentle
readers to also kindly join in the prayer that allah most highmight protect books such as this humble quartet of books on
s�rah al kahf that use the blessed qur �n to explain toexpose and to challenge those in the godless modern age who are
waging wicked war on islam �m�n this first volume of four containing text translation and modern commentary of s�rah al
kahf makes itsappearance just before our main work on the subject entitled s�rah al kahf and the modern age is to be published
and is meant to function as a companion volume to that main work we propose insha allah to publish a third and fourth
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volume on this subject in which we would like to offer to thereading public a comprehensive and credible modern interpretation
of the ahad�th and qur anic verses dealing directlyand indirectly with the critically important topics of dajj�l the false
messiah or anti christ and of gog and magog ifany such books have already been written and published they must be very few
indeed praise be to allah most high through whose kindness s�rah alkahf and the modern age is now published may he bless this
humblework to reach muslims in many parts of the world may it assist themto grow closer to the qur �n and to this s�rah
especially every dayof jum ah when the s�rah is to be recited for protection from thefitnah of dajj�l may it refresh their
memory of the meaning of thes�rah and more importantly constantly deepen their understanding ofthe s�rah am�n as war on
islam intensifies and the time approaches when theimposter euro jewish state of israel makes its bid to become theruling state in
the world and dajj�l the false messiah would rule theworld from jerusalem and declare that he is the true messiah i fearthat
there would be many who would ban books on the qur �n itherefore pray most humbly and ask my gentle readers to also
kindlyjoin in the prayer that allah most high might protect books such asthis humble quartet of books on s�rah al kahf that
employ theblessed qur �n to expose those in the godless modern age who arewaging unjust war on islam and muslims �m�n a
mysterious euro world order with a jewish christian alliancewages war on islam on behalf of the euro jewish state of israel
ifthere is any merit at all in this book it can perhaps be located in itsrole as a very humble pioneering work that might possibly
inspireothers more competent than this writer to a more comprehensiveeffort in using this s�rah of the qur �n to explain that
world today the qur an is the greatest miracle of god allah and the qur an is the proof of the truthfulness of islam it is the
standing and everlasting miracle but very rarely have we heard how is it a miracle the qur an is the ultimate miracle of our
prophet muhammad sallahualaihi wassalam s a w it is such a miracle that all the other miracles are considered trivial and
inconsequential compared to the qur an this is because the qur an is so powerful so bright and blinding that no matter how
bright the other miracles are when you have the sun the stars become useless in this book dr yasir qadhi discussed on the
miracles of the qur an that we either have never acknowledge or we often overlooked the miracles of the qur an are endless
and the points are abundance to be mentioned



The Qur'an, Dajjal, and the Jassad 2019-08-31 this book is devoted to a study of the jasad whom the prophet king solomon
alayhisalam saw sitting on his throne and the first problem we encounter in this study is that neither the qur an nor the
prophet muhammad s sallalahu alayhi wasallam hadith explain who this jasad truly is this book has therefore been written
with the specific purpose of inviting a scholarly response to this subject of the jasad from those who defend the salafi
methodology as well as those who defend the methods by which the qur an is studied in the dar al ulum imran n hosein was born
in trinidad west indes he studied under the guidance of the distinguished scholar of islam maulana dr fadlur rahman ansari at
the aleemiyah institute of islamic studies karachi pakistan he is also a post graduate of philosophy from the karachi university
of west indes and a post graduate of international relations from the university of the west indes trinidad and the graduate
institute of international studies geneva switzerland
Jerusalem in the Qur'an 2016-07 jerusalem in the qur an is a great book that thrilled and delighted me in a number of ways i am
surprised that such a meticulously documented book had to wait for such a long time before seeing the light it is now more
than half a century since the zionists began their appalling oppression and ethnic cleansing of the palestinian people whose only
offense is that they happened to live in a country considered by the jews to be their promised holy land the zionists have
continuously referred to distorted scriptures from the torah and other biblical material to justify their atrocious behavior
and to motivate the jews to establish a state of israel that extends from the nile to the euphrates with jerusalem as its
capital for example david ben gurion the first prime minister of israel is quoted to have said the bible is our deed to the land of
israel muslim scholars on the other hand have largely failed in refuting zionist claims from authenticated historical and
religious sources and have also failed to accomplish their religious responsibility in clearly documenting this question from
the holy qur an and the blessed ahadith of our beloved prophet peace and blessings be upon him as far as i know whatever is
written on this subject is rather superficial and emotionally tainted or simply stating facts in a cool manner may allah ta
ala reward brother imran hosein for writing this scholarly document which will indeed fill up this intellectual and religious
gap and serve as an academic reference to muslims in all parts of the world as i write this introduction this book that was
published only this year is already being translated to arabic and bosnian in a short time it will be rendered into other european
languages and to all the other tongues of the islamic world it must be reported however that the importance of writing a
book about the holy land in the qur an have not escaped the vision of far sighted and creative muslim thinkers such as dr kalim
siddiqui founder president of the muslim institute for research and planning and professor shaheed ismail al farouqi i am
surprised at the vision of the former scholar who asked imran hosein to write this book as early as 1974 he urged him saying
that jerusalem is the key to understanding the historical process of the middle east and the world at large shaikh imran
successfully accomplished this task after 27years though seemingly late but it has come at the right time in which the whole
world is being shocked by jenin and what happened in sabra and shatila i am amazed by imran s style of writing though jerusalem
in the qur an is a meticulously written thesis combining religious and historical documents with recent political events and
penetrating interpretations from the qur an and hadith it runs like a story once you begin reading it it is hard to stop this is
the general quality of a novel the person would read it once and throw the book away but not that of a serious thought
provoking dissertation like the book that brother shaikh imran published it is a reference that one needs to keep and reread
whenever the subject is to be researched i believe that this eloquence of the shaikh must be the result of a natural gift that
has interacted with his indefatigable work as a preacher and da iyah and the divine blessings for his sincerity finally in spite of
the seemingly depressing situation of the muslims in general and the palestinians in particular reading the book would certainly
give one a warm surge of optimism about our future a bright light that shines at the end of our long dark tunnel of history we
are living at the end of time this is the age in which the prophesies of the holy qur an and the blessed hadith are unfolding right
before our very eyes to prove to humanity the truthfulness of our faith
The Qur'�n and the Moon 2021-06-10 this book on the topic of the qur �n and the moon methodology for monthly recitation
of the qur �n is a companion volume to my previous book entitled methodology for study of the qur �n but which will now be
renamed the qur �n and the stars methodology for study of the qur �n i was in london on the evening of 29th day of shab�n
1440 h when it became known that the moon of ramad�n was not seen anywhere in uk and yet schoolboys in the muslim
community declared that ramad�n had commenced in uk the sheep and the cattle then followed them blindly the same mistake
was repeated in 1441 h when they again commenced fasting one day early on the basis of a plea that they had arrived at the
30th day of shab�n the sheep and the cattle again followed them blindly they acted on the basis of an announcement that the
moon was sighted in dajj�l s kingdom of saudi arabia or that the month had commenced in saudi arabia and in doing so they made
both a silly as well as a dangerous mistake in departing from the system of time ordained by allah most high this book explains
that mistake those who took that wrong decision as well as those who accepted and followed that decision will be
questioned on judgement day for what they did since they started ramad�n or shab�n before ramad�n on the wrong day the
implication is that they lost the greatest night of the whole year namely lailatul qadr and even more damage was done when
they consequently lost the capacity to connect from lunar time to cosmic time and thence to absolute time only lunar time
can take us to a timeless world we can climb even up a mountain to sit in a cave in an effort to travel to other worlds of
space and time but if we do not live in lunar time we will travel to nowhere they are probably unaware that only lunar time
can take us to a timeless world and that whoever has never tasted timelessness can eventually become a prisoner of the
dunyah the im�m of purley masjid in croydon london made a tearful request that i address the subject of moon sighting for the
commencement of the lunar month in islam so that muslims might be better guided on that subject this book emerged in
consequence of my attempt to respond to that request and i am confident that our explanation of the subject of dajj�l and
the system of time in islam would now deter such muslims who have the capacity to think from ever again following those who
even though they are in london recklessly rush to embrace a saudi or a moroccan moon i am grateful for the numerous offers
of help i received from so many to meet the cost of printing this book in several languages so that in addition to being sold on
my online bookstore imranhosein com large numbers of copies could be distributed free of charge in uk and elsewhere may allah
most kind bless them all am�n those who read this book and would like to participate in the effort to print large numbers of
copies for free distribution around the world should kindly contact me by email inhosein hotmail com if you would also like me
to come in person to teach this subject to your community do please send me an email and if allah so wills i will come to you
Jerusalem in the Qur'an: an Islamic View of the Destiny of Jerusalem Including 2011 jerusalem in the qur an made its debut at a
crucial time when the morale of the muslims was not only at its lowest but is continually sinking the blatant incessant
israeli incursions in the holy land go unabated and muslims are echoing the very words that their fellow brethren called out
unto their lord when they were being persecuted at the hands of the kuffar of makkah when will the help of allah come shaikh
imran s insight into the events that are unfolding in the world today is a source of inspiration for muslims for he convincingly
argues from his scholarly interpretations of the divine writ i e the holy qur an and the ahadith of the prophet muhammad
sallalahu alaihi wa sallam that the help of allah subhanahu wa ta alah is at hand that the holy land will be liberated and
that islam will re emerge as the ruling state in the world the reader will be enthralled by the author s grasp on world
politics jerusalem in the qur an comes as a ray of sunshine for muslims and is an eye opener for the so called people of the book
though jerusalem in the qur an is a meticulously written thesis combining religious and historical documents with recent
political events and penetrating interpretations from the qur an and hadith it runs like a story once you begin reading it it is
hard to stop it is a reference that one needs to keep and re read whenever the subject is to be researched the book gives a
detailed beautifully written exposition of these episodes with brilliant interpretations from the holy qur an and sunnah no one
would fail to appreciate his penetrative thought and his spiritual depth



Jerusalem in the Qur'an 2019-09-30 i began my study of gog and magog more than fifteen years ago in the early 90 s while
resident in new york my subsequent public lecture on the subject never failed to provoke keen interest from my muslim audiences
in several parts of the world the evidence and arguments presented in the chapter on gog and magog in my book jerusalem in the
qur an succeeded in convincing many who read the book that we now live in a world dominated by gog and magog there were
easily convinced that the town mentioned in the qur an in surah al anbiyah 21 95 96 was jerusalem and hence that gog and
magog and dajjal explained the ominously unfolding was on islam with slaughter and destruction of muslims in so many parts
of the world as a consequence such readers also understood israel s mysterious imperial agenda and many have been making
efforts to extricate themselves and their families from the embrace of gog and magog an embrace that will take 999 out of
every 1000 of mankind into the hellfire despite my best efforts however i failed miserable again and again to convince my
learned peers the scholars of islam i earnestly hope and pray that this book mught make a difference inshaallah
Islam and the Changing World Order 1991 imran n hosein was born in trinidad west indies he studied islamunder the guidance of
the distinguished islamic scholar maulana dr muhammad fadlur rahman ansari at the aleemiyah institute ofislamic studies
karachi in pakistan he also did post graduate studiesin philosophy at karachi university and in international relations atthe
university of the west indies trinidad and the graduate instituteof international studies geneva switzerland those who serve
us with poison will eventually swallow it and poison themselves vladimir putin president of russia and the kings of the earth
and the great men and the rich men and the chief captains andthe mighty men and every bondman and every free man hid themselves
in the dens and inthe rocks of the mountains revelation 6 15
Islam and Buddhism in the Modern World 1972 in consequence of a mysterious decision taken by mustafa kamal s secular
republic of turkey to not only change the city s name but to also take steps that eventually ensured that the name
constantinople would no longer be used this writer had to retrieve the name constantinople from the museums of history in
order for this book to be written why did the secular turkish leader change the name of the city why did the name
constantinople have to suffer that mysterious fate this book brings clarity to that subject this writer is convinced that the
mysterious disappearance of the name constantinople from the modern day vocabulary and discourse is directly linked to the
status and role of the city in both islamic and christian eschatology
An Islamic View of Gog and Magog in the Modern World: Gog and Magog in the Modern World 2021 history began with a
divine warning not to approach a forbidden tree of lust to rule over others history is ending with that new actor on the
stage of the world displaying an unprecedented imperial lust to rule the world that new actor possesses power unprecedented
in human history and has already used that power through gog and magog to spread himself out in all directions as he took
control of the world he then proceeded to liberate the holy land for the jews to bring them back to the holy land to reclaim it
as their own two thousand years after they had been expelled from it by divine decree and to restore in the holy land a state
of israel that mysterious new actor is now preparing the way for israel s pax judaica to replace usa s pax americana this
pioneering book on islamic eschatology has identified that strange and mysterious new actor who occupies center stage in the
world in the end time and who brought modern western civilization into being as dajj�l the false messiah
The Qur'an, the Great War, and the West 2021-04-14 being an explanation of the islamic prohibition of riba i e borrowing
and lending on interest among other things and an effort to remind muslims of the teachings of the quran and sunnah as they
pertain to the prohibition of riba and in particular that a violation of this prohibition constitutes a great sin to expose the
grand design of hostile forces who have already made considerable progress through riba in gaining control over mankind their
aim is to gain total control and to use that power to destroy faith in allah to assist muslims to get out of direct
involvement in riba and thus to preserve their faith iman while recognising that is is today impossible to live a life which is
completely free from riba to explain the economic sunnah i e the sunnah as it pertains to economic affairs and in particular the
nature of the free and fair market and the different ways through which that market has today been totally corrupted to
warn muslims of the inevitable collapse of the present fraudulent system of non redeemable artificial money i e paper plastic
and electronic money and to encourage them to return to the use of the real money created by allah i e gold and silver coins
and any other real money to contribute towards the restoration of the free and fair market with a different business ethic to
that of the riba based capitalism by encouraging ba i business in the place of riba and the raising of capital by way of
mudarabah and musharaqa investments rather than bank loans on interest that time has now arrived
Constantinople In The Qur'an 2020 i have followed with indescribable pain the cowardly american terrorist attacks onthose
muslims of afghanistan who took a stand for islam and who were entirelyinnocent of the september 11th terrorist attack on
america america has consistentlyfollowed the same policy of ruthless merciless oppression from the time of theextermination
of the indigenous american indian peoples and the enslavement of theafrican people in the americas to the absolutely shameless
support for the relentlessoppression of the state of israel in the holy land only those who are completelyblind and totally
corrupted in respect of their capacity for understanding can fail tosee the above it was cowardly because the godless enemy
is too terrified to ever fight a muslim ona level battleground that enemy fights his cowardly battles from the safety
offighter aircrafts helicopter gun ships massive bombs guided missiles etc far up inthe sky but allah most high will surely bring
us that day insha allah when we willbe able to face the enemy on the ground on a level battleground amin until thatday
comes we must continue our struggle to defend ourselves and to resist oppressionwhile showing utmost patience and while
holding on to faith the struggle mustcontinue regardless of the price we have to pay
Dajjal, the Qur'an, and Awwal Al-Zamaan: The Antichrist, The Holy Qur'an, and The Beginning of History 2019-08-31
almost 50 years have passed since i wrote at theage of 29 my first book entitled islam and buddhism in the modern world i was
honored when my teacher of blessed memory maul�n� dr muhammad fazlur rahm�n ans�r� 1914 1974 wrote the foreword for
that book now almost 50 years later any book that iwrite might be my last and i am truly grateful that allah most high
gave me time to write this book before hecalls me away from this world despite its size it may yet be recognized insha allah as
an important contribution to islamic eschatology difficulties with my son caused me such distress that for two weeks i could
do no work on my book on dajj�l and money it was while i was in that depressed state thati decided to turn to something new
in order to engage my mind and heart in such a way that i might find somemental relief thus was it that constantinople in the
qur �n was written i was myself astonished when i completed the first draft of the book within two weeks i was even more
astonished and humbled by allah s kindness and grace as new knowledge kept on coming to me even while i was writing the book i
am grateful to a dear student of mine who wishes toremain unnamed for his beautiful cover design for thisbook as well as for
several other books of mine may allah bless him �m�n finally i thank my dear student gregoire for his kind assistance in proof
reading the text of this book andfor his valuable comments
The Strategic Importance of Dreams and Visions in Islam 2015 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant



Islam and Buddhism in the Modern World 1999 this is a third publication in the ansari memorial series published in honor of my
teacher and shaikh of blessed memory maulana dr muhammad fadlur rahman ansari 1914 1974 the previous two publications
were entitled the religion of abraham and the state of israel a view from the qur an and the importance of the prohibition of
riba in islam much of the research work for this book was done during the years 1975 1979 at the united nations library in the
palais des nations geneva while i was a doctoral student in international relations at the graduate institute of
international studies geneva we are experiencing at the time of writing a rapidly deteriorating situation in today s muslim
world with bloody conflicts inflicting unimaginable suffering on innocent muslims in bosnia kashmir algeria palestine chechnya
etc yesterday it was fifty thousand muslim women raped in bosnia and today s horror stories are about a son who was
forced to bite off his muslim father s testicles in bosnia and the innocent blind muslim shaikh omar abdul rahman who was
condemned to life imprisonment in usa because he posed too great a threat to the pro west secular regime which rules egypt and
who is sexually humiliated by prison guards whenever he has a visitor at prison i am now convinced that the time has at last
come for this work to reach the muslim public who may now be sufficiently shaken up to look seriously for the causes of our
impotence they may as a consequence take this work seriously and brush off the expected protests from establishment
scholars and the governments that they support around the muslim world
The Prohibition of Riba in Quran and Sunnah 2021-06 the definitive novel of today s silicon valley after on flash captures
our cultural and technological moment with up to the instant savvy matters of privacy and government intrusion post
tinder romance nihilistic terrorism artificial consciousness synthetic biology and much more are tackled with authority and
brash playfulness by new york times bestselling author rob reid meet phluttr a diabolically addictive new social network and
a villainess heroine enemy and or bestie to millions phluttr has ingested every fact and message ever sent to from and about her
innumerable users her capabilities astound her makers and they don t even know the tenth of it but what s the purpose of this
stunning creation is it a front for something even darker and more powerful than the nsa a bid to create a trillion dollar
market by becoming the uberx of sex or a reckless experiment that could spawn the digital equivalent of a middle school mean
girl with enough charisma dirt and cunning to bend the entire planet to her will phluttr has it in her to become the greatest
gossip flirt or matchmaker in history or she could cure cancer bring back seinfeld then start a nuclear war whatever she does
it s not up to us but a motley band of silicon valley entrepreneurs venture capitalists and engineers might be able to influence
her after on achieves the literary singularity fusing speculative satire and astonishing reality into a sharp witted
ferociously believable imax wide view of our digital age praise for after on rob reid s mind is like no other known thing in the
universe and this book is a truly spectacular way to discover it chris anderson head of ted an extended philosophy seminar run
by a dozen insane cold war heads of station three millennial coos and that guy you went to college with who always had
the best weed but never did his laundry npr an epic cyberthriller peppered with pop culture references metadata and silicon
valley in jokes kirkus reviews it s rare to find a book that combines laugh out loud humor and cutting edge science with
profound philosophical speculation this is that book analog rob reid writes in a humorous and sarcastic style while unveiling
a terrifying and frightening scenario that seems all too real associated press
A Muslim Response to the Attack on America 2020-12-14 john l esposito is one of america s leading authorities on islam now
in this brilliant portrait of islam today and tomorrow he draws on a lifetime of thought and research to provide an accurate
richly nuanced and revelatory account of the fastest growing religion in the world here esposito explores the major
questions and issues that face islam in the 21st century and that will deeply affect global politics is islam compatible with
modern notions of democracy rule of law gender equality and human rights how representative and widespread is islamic
fundamentalism and the threat of global terrorism can muslim minority communities be loyal citizens in america and europe in the
midst of these questions esposito places an important emphasis on the issue of islamophobia the threat it poses and its vast
impact on politics and society in the us and europe he also turns the mirror on the us and europe and paints a revealing
portrait of how we appear to muslims recent decades have brought extraordinary changes in the muslim world and in
addressing these issues esposito paints a complex picture of islam in all its diversity a picture of urgent importance as we face
the challenges of the coming century
Constantinople in the Qur'�n 2020-12-14 walking qur an islamic education embodied knowledge and history in west africa
Jerusalem in the Qur'an 2002 history began with a divine warning not to approach a forbidden tree of lust to rule over
others history is ending with that new actor on the stage of the world displaying an unprecedented imperial lust to rule the
world that new actor possesses power unprecedented in human history and has already used that power through gog and
magog to spread himself out in all directions as he took control of the world he then proceeded to liberate the holy land for
the jews to bring them back to the holy land to reclaim it as their own two thousand years after they had been expelled from
it by divine decree and to restore in the holy land a state of israel that mysterious new actor is now preparing the way for
israel s pax judaica to replace usa s pax americana this pioneering book on islamic eschatology has identified that strange and
mysterious new actor who occupies center stage in the world in the end time and who brought modern western civilization into
being as dajj�l the false messiah
The Religion of Abraham & the State of Israel 1997 81 days before rasulullah saw departed from this world he was seen
sitting together all the companions at the cuban mosque when an unforgettable dramatic strange and mysterious happened
foreign men came and entered the mosque dressed all white with thick black hair and beard no one does recognized him so he could
not have come from medina maybe he is a stranger from out of town in those days people traveled by using camels and horses
through the barren and wide desert hence the wanderer would recognized by the presence of a lot of dust on his hair beard and
clothes but no dust was found on this stranger and he was not a resident of medina then who is he this foreigner just walked
into the mosque at that time dar al islam has ruled all of arabia and rasulullah saw is the head of state for all arabia so
that the friends tighten the security and safety of the prophet saw compared to before islam ruled arabia this stranger then
left past the crowd of companions and walked towards rasulullah saw then went straight sat across from him so close
that his knees touched his knees rasulullah saw strangely the friends sat stunned without doing anything
The Quranic Foundations and Structure of Muslim Society 2015-08-08 an obsessive genealogist and descendent of one of the
most prominent jewish families since the american revolution blanche moses firmly believed her maternal ancestors were
sephardic grandees yet she found herself at a dead end when it came to her grandmother s maternal line using family heirlooms
to unlock the mystery of moses s ancestors once we were slaves overturns the reclusive heiress s assumptions about her
family history to reveal that her grandmother and great uncle sarah and isaac brandon actually began their lives as poor
christian slaves in barbados tracing the siblings extraordinary journey throughout the atlantic world leibman examines
artifacts they left behind in barbados suriname london philadelphia and finally new york to show how sarah and isaac were
able to transform themselves and their lives becoming free wealthy jewish and at times white while their affluence made them
unusual their story mirrors that of the largely forgotten population of mixed african and jewish ancestry that constituted
as much as ten percent of the jewish communities in which the siblings lived and sheds new light on the fluidity of race as well
as on the role of religion in racial shift in the first half of the nineteenth century
The Caliphate, the Hejaz and the Saudi-Wahhabi Nation-State 2020-12-16 que l on soit croyant ou non on ne peut qu �tre
frapp� par la convergence de l interpr�tation que donne sheikh imran hosein de l eschatologie musulmane avec les �v�nements
internationaux qui se d�roulent sous nos yeux on voit bien que derri�re le rideau de fum�e des explications officielles a lieu un
combat de titans pour une redistribution des cartes et in fine pour la domination sur le monde
After On 2017-08-01 i decided to publishthis chapter as a separate booklet from the book because ofthe likelihood that the



great war might commence verysoon this coming great war would be unlike any war everto have previously occurred in human
history since prophetmuhammad ���� prophesied that 99 out every 100 whofight in this war for a mountain of gold would be
killed we have interpreted the mountain of gold to be the petrodollar monetary system and we note that neither russianor
china will be fighting for the mountain of gold therewould be many readers who would feel a sense of urgency toknow more of
what the qur �n has to say concerning that great war hence the necessity for this essay to be publishedwithout delay
The Caliphate, the Hejaz and the Saudi-Wahhabi Nation-state 1997 as the war on islam intensifies and as the day approaches
when the imposter euro jewish state of israel wouldmake its bid to become the ruling state in the world and the false messiah i e
d�jjal would rule the world from jerusalem and declare that he is the true messiah i fear that there would be many
particularly governments whichdeclare their friendship for usa and hence for israel who would want to ban books on the qur
�n i therefore pray most humbly and ask my gentle readers to also kindly join in the prayer that allah most highmight protect
books such as this humble quartet of books on s�rah al kahf that use the blessed qur �n to explain toexpose and to
challenge those in the godless modern age who are waging wicked war on islam �m�n this first volume of four containing text
translation and modern commentary of s�rah al kahf makes itsappearance just before our main work on the subject entitled
s�rah al kahf and the modern age is to be published and is meant to function as a companion volume to that main work we
propose insha allah to publish a third and fourth volume on this subject in which we would like to offer to thereading public a
comprehensive and credible modern interpretation of the ahad�th and qur anic verses dealing directlyand indirectly with the
critically important topics of dajj�l the false messiah or anti christ and of gog and magog ifany such books have already been
written and published they must be very few indeed
One Jamaʼat, One Ameer 1997 praise be to allah most high through whose kindness s�rah alkahf and the modern age is now
published may he bless this humblework to reach muslims in many parts of the world may it assist themto grow closer to the
qur �n and to this s�rah especially every dayof jum ah when the s�rah is to be recited for protection from thefitnah of dajj�l
may it refresh their memory of the meaning of thes�rah and more importantly constantly deepen their understanding ofthe s�rah
am�n as war on islam intensifies and the time approaches when theimposter euro jewish state of israel makes its bid to become
theruling state in the world and dajj�l the false messiah would rule theworld from jerusalem and declare that he is the true
messiah i fearthat there would be many who would ban books on the qur �n itherefore pray most humbly and ask my gentle
readers to also kindlyjoin in the prayer that allah most high might protect books such asthis humble quartet of books on
s�rah al kahf that employ theblessed qur �n to expose those in the godless modern age who arewaging unjust war on islam
and muslims �m�n a mysterious euro world order with a jewish christian alliancewages war on islam on behalf of the euro
jewish state of israel ifthere is any merit at all in this book it can perhaps be located in itsrole as a very humble pioneering
work that might possibly inspireothers more competent than this writer to a more comprehensiveeffort in using this s�rah of
the qur �n to explain that world today
The Future of Islam 2010-02-04 the qur an is the greatest miracle of god allah and the qur an is the proof of the
truthfulness of islam it is the standing and everlasting miracle but very rarely have we heard how is it a miracle the qur an is
the ultimate miracle of our prophet muhammad sallahualaihi wassalam s a w it is such a miracle that all the other miracles
are considered trivial and inconsequential compared to the qur an this is because the qur an is so powerful so bright and
blinding that no matter how bright the other miracles are when you have the sun the stars become useless in this book dr yasir
qadhi discussed on the miracles of the qur an that we either have never acknowledge or we often overlooked the miracles of
the qur an are endless and the points are abundance to be mentioned
The Walking Qurʼan 2014
Dajjal, the Qur'an, and Awwal Al-Zamaan: The Antichrist, The Holy Qur'an, and The Beginning of History 2019-08-31
Ihsan, Islamic Spiritualis 2021-01-05
Once We Were Slaves 2021-07-12
The Importance of the Prohibition of Riba in Islam 1996
J�rusalem dans le Coran 2012
Islam and Buddhism in the Modern World 2001
The Qur'�n the Great War and the West 2020-12-13
The Religion of Abraham and the State of Israel 1997
Surah Al-Kahf: Text, Translation and Modern Commentary 2020-12-16
A Muslim Response to the Attack on America 2002
The Importance of the Prohibition of Riba in Islam 1996
An Islamic View of Gog and Magog in the Modern World 2009
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